
Cashton Summer REC 12U Softball & Baseball  

Melvina Tourney  

June 15 & 16 2018 

 

Time  Game  Teams  Officials  
        Friday 4:00pm  1 SB Cashton VS Brookwood  

5:10pm  2 SB LaFarge VS Viroqua   

6:20pm 3 BB Cashton VS LaFarge   

7:30pm 4 BB Viroqua VS Kickapoo  

Saturday 9:00am  5 BB  Brookwood VS LaFarge  

10:10am  6 BB LaFarge VS Kickapoo  

11:20am  7 SB Cashton VS Viroqua  

12:30pm  8 SB Lafarge VS Brookwood  

1:40pm 9 BB Kickapoo VS Cashton  

2:50pm  10 BB Brookwood VS Viroqua  

4:00pm  11 SB Cashton VS Lafarge   

5:10pm  12 SB Brookwood VS Viroqua  

6:20pm  13 BB Cashton VS Viroqua  

7:30pm 14 BB Cashton VS Brookwood   

 



 

Tournament Notes 

We will follow the Ridge & Valley league rules for 2017-2018, copies of which will be available at the 

tournament, with the following exceptions:  Each game will be 5 innings or 60 minutes whatever one 

comes first.  For baseball only – pitchers will be allowed a maximum of 6 innings in the tournament.  The 

pitching distance will be the permanent rubber at the Melvina field (45 feet).   For softball a temporary 

rubber will be placed at 37 feet.  Some programs might not have bats that meet the Ridge & Valley 

league standards.  You can use whatever bats you own in this tournament but need to make a similar 

bat available for the other team to use if they wish.  We will use three outfielders in every game with no 

option to use four. 

Please note some rules that can cause problems if not understood. 

Home plate is closed – no trying to score on a WP or PB. 

Runners may not advance to first on a dropped third strike. 

Runners may not leave their base until the ball crosses the plate.  The penalty for this means the runner 

is out. 

A coin toss will determine home/away.  If a team leads by more than 10 runs after four innings, 15 after 

three or 20 after two - the game will be called.  Please arrive early so we can play ahead if we get the 

chance.  There should be room enough to warm up before your game time.  No infield will be taken, 

when it is time to play we play.  Each team please bring three softballs and three baseballs for the 

games. 

Please tell your parents and fans that parking is not allowed in front of the building located on the third 

base side of the field.  It is an apartment building and the tenants need to be able to access their homes.  

Parking is available toward the left field corner and along the roads. 

Concessions will be available NO CARRY INS.  No program is being charged for this tourney so please 

encourage your parents and players to patronize the concession stand. 

Lastly, we need you to confirm the contact information below is correct.  Is there someone we should 

add or take off the list?   We need to communicate with people if weather becomes an issue.  Since we 

are not awarding trophies or playing for first place we will simply cancel games because of weather.  We 

will attempt to get every program at least one game if possible but need your phone numbers to 

communicate with you. 

 

 



Contacts 

Name Program  Phone  email    

Melvina Ball park phone number  608-654-5480 

Steve Huntzicker Melvina  608-317-8858  shuntzicker@scenicbluffs.org 

Mike Brueggen Melvina  608-343-0474  mikeb@cashton.com 

Annie Labus                   Cashton                          608-654-5131 x109       labus.annie@cashton.k12.wi.us 

Nick Wall Cashton SB                     608-412-3722                    wall.nick@cashton.k12.wi.us 

Jeremy Hayes                   Cashton BB                      608-633-2932                   jjhayes3@yahoo.com 

Sarah Peterson                Cashton SB                       608-487-2772                   petersons123.sp@gmail.com 

Boone Stalsberg Viroqua   608-637-7183  viroquarec@mwt.net 

Luke Zitzner Viroqua  SB  608-606-2091  lzitzner@gmail.com 

Josh Hansen  La Farge SB/BB  608-606-1052  hanjos08@gmail.com  

John Hansen         Brookwood SB/BB                 608-487-6263              hansen.john97@gmail.com 

Eric Wiegel                 Kickapoo                                  608-627-1609               ewiegel@kickapoo.k12.wi.us 
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